HIV-1 p6 - a structured to flexible multifunctional membrane-interacting protein.
The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) p6 protein has recently been recognized as a docking site for several cellular and viral binding partners and is important for the formation of infectious viruses. Most of its known functions are suggested to occur under hydrophobic conditions near the cytoplasmic membrane, where the protein is presumed to exist in its most structured state. Although p6 is involved in manifold specific interactions, the protein has previously been considered to possess a random structure in aqueous solution. We show that p6 exhibits a defined structure with N- and C-terminal helical domains, connected by a flexible hinge region in 100mM dodecylphosphocholine micelle solution at pH 7 devoid of any organic co-solvents, indicating that this is a genuine limiting structural feature of the molecule in a hydrophobic environment. Furthermore, we show that p6 directly interacts with a cytoplasmic model membrane through both N-terminal and C-terminal regions by use of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy. Phosphorylation of Ser-40 located in the center of the C-terminal α-helix does not alter the secondary structure of the protein but amplifies the interaction with membranes significantly, indicating that p6 binds to the polar head groups at the surface of the cytoplasmic membrane. The increased hydrophobic membrane interaction of p6(23-52) S40F correlated with the observed increased amount of the polyprotein Gag in the RIPA insoluble fraction when Ser40 of p6 was mutated with Phe indicating that p6 modulates the membrane interactions of HIV-1 Gag.